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Test prop cycle. nsfw. Hi all, the wife is going to run a test prop cycle soon and I just want to gather
some opinions on the protocol. Week 1-2: 1mg EOD. Week 3-4: 1mg ED. Week 5-6: 2mg EOD. After
that depending on her blood work and how she feels we will increase as she sees fit. 1. level 1. [deleted]
5 years ago. ED or EOD for test prop. My wife does 3 mg EOD. So that works out to a bit more than
10mg a week. That puts her test level in the range of 65-90 ng/dl trough to peak. Slightly
supraphisiological, but she's been able to run that for nearly a year with no virilization.
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Tren Ace/Test/EQ. Week 1-2: 21mg test prop / 35mg EQ per week Week 3-6: 21 mg test prop / 35mg
EQ / 35 mg tren ace per week Week 7-12: 21 mg test prop / 35mg EQ / 42 mg tren ace per week (if all is
going well) That's a beautiful cycle and the EQ will keep the sides down. 1.

So, my wife and I are considering TRT for her, and we are leaning towards test P over Test E. My
question is, does Test P need to be injected intramuscular, or can it be injected Sub Q? I've heard that
with most steroids you have to go the intramuscular route, but I've also read that sometimes sub q can be
used. click to read
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Sweating. Its so easy to break a gross sweat on tren, especially after carb meals. Don't wear any clothes
that show sweat easily! Pic: 8 Weeks Before/After. My advice would be start low, 3mg per day, and
increase to 5mg in 2 weeks if you're feeling good. And use tren acetate.
Hello, My s/o is currently running 21mg/week test along with 20mg/ED var. She handles these levels
very well and has had previous cycles with test ran much higher (up to 50mg/wk). She has little to no
"negative" side effects running 21mg/wk. She's about 6 weeks into her var cycle but only about 2 weeks
into her current test cycle.

Female Steroid Cycle Log -
Review Testosterone E. TESTOSTERONE ENANTHATE 15-30MG WEEK. STRENGTH - 6-7/10 - I
think this is largely dose related but also because I'm comparing it to relatively strong orals I've taken in
the past. Pumps were nothing crazy but strength always slightly increasing. PHYSIQUE - 6/10 - Overall
I kept a lot of my off. More posts from the steroidsxx community. 30. Posted by 4 days ago. Anavar and
Primo Cycle results on a bulk.. I've done a few cycles of Anavar and turinabol (separately), and I'd like
to try microdosing test prop. After doing some research, I think starting with 3mg EOD will be a good
starting point for me.



AKA 'Move over anavar, this is what I wanted from
steroids'. Hello again r/steroidsxx!Since my first cycle report went over so well I figured I'd pop back in
with information about my second cycle. Technically I'm not quite done but I'm finally coming to the
end of my perma-bulk so I figured it made sense to post now before beginning to lean out. this post
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